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library now open 24 hrs per day

BY LINE

Carrying volumes and more
volumes, students in the past t"N"O weeks slowly removed
nearly all of the library's
70,000 books.

"Ive never seen. anything so
disgusting or hope to see it
again;" Hester, head librarian, hollered.

About 900 students, protesting the Ilbr ar y' s h 0 Ur s ,
checked out stacks of books-as many as 20 time--each day
until the 70, 000 books were
gone. Senior Adri Verhoef holds the record for the most
checked-out books: a total of
1776.

to this circumstance, the library will be open 24 hours a
day, six days a week. We'll
also stay open during chapel,
since that block is one of our
busiest. Of course, we'll have to stagger our coffee break

Reference librarian, Emma
VandenBerg, commented,
"Well, it shocks me to think
that nearly all the students endorse this sort of thing.
Where are the campus leaders? Why, even the Student
Forum P.resident lugged away
many books--and they weren't
::J11 theological ones, either l"

Emma Vanden Berg dusts of one of the library's returned books. Most of
the 7°1000 volumes have found their way home after a two week absence.

Dordt grads moYi~1along
As graduation looms nearer
by, increasing nwnbers of
Dordt seniors report acceptances into graduate and professional schools.
A record number of four students have been accepted into schools for the fall term,
according to the office of Aca-

demic Dean Bows. This is an
Increase of 400% over last
year,
Fel Loney will study law in
a unique clinical experience-from the basement of the
SiouxCenter City Jail. Butch
Van Er has been accepted at
HappyknifeUniversity Medical School in Cannibal, Missouri, but has decided to wait
a year and work as an assistant for Dr. Salami instead.
Sue sewn will do graduate
work in the newly established
Institute for Higher Headgear
in Sioux Center. Sue hopes to
design her thesis on "The OngoingTask of Bills," "New
Patterns in American Haberdashery" or "Comparative
Noggin Coverings. "
Bernard Retard has been
accepted in the special tutorial program at Podunk Universlty in Beanbag, Florida. Bernard isn't sure what he will
study there, but at least he
said he's going to avoid the
draft. I mentioned that the
war Was over, and that he need not fear the draft, but
Bernard just shook his head
and said he still felt a bit cold.

Well, seniors! You will [usj;
have to wait and see what
these promising grad school
prospects will come up with-perhaps at the Homecoming
Banquet !O years from now.
At any rate, Dordt's academic
ratings should be greatly enhanced' by the work that so
many fine alumni are doing.

A new schedule is posted on
the library's
doors and will
be published in next fall's
Student Handbook.

Classes begin hour later

"I can't see why, Vanden
Berg continued, "students want the library open even more
hours than it is. We're open
from 8 in the morning until 11
at night--well the doors are
locked at 10:45. But now, due

AV

but we strive to do what's
best for our students. "

wiretap
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Dordt's music department
Also, the math department
is in .deep theological
at Dordt has further develop
trouble. our associates re-ed the principials of new rna
port. At a Band concert held -th, professor A1berda has aon April 30, tile department
nnounced. He said; "We sumasked the Calvinistic audienc marized it all in Dordt's
-e for an Arminian offering.
First Law of Order. "
Bugs have recorded top lev
-el , ministerial, cocksure
Recognizing the importance
admonition to reach a solutof this law, the administration. Under the agreement
ion will require Faculty and
worked out. the music depart students to respond to this no
-ment will do penance by si-rm as formulated in mathenging only in new chapel buH mati cal terms:
-dings and warm in great
BJ + JB = BS.
houses.

Students will no longer stagger out of bed so rha t they can
meet their 7:35 am classes.
Instead, the classes will begin
at 8:30 am.
Speaking for the administration, Douglas Ribbens, Academic Dean, explained, "There
have been altogether too many
bleary-eyed students in the
too early morning classes.
"Of course, one disadvantage is that classes will also
commence later in the afternoon, but these are generally
classes like the choirs and
band and don' t affect the majority of students. "
All class times are simply
shifted up one hour. Empty
blocks, when no classes when no classes meet, (like
Wednesday. at 12:10 and on
Thursday before chapel), will
also be one hour later, as
will chapel.
It was pretty smooth sailing
to get the change. First suggested in the Curriculum Committee, (chaired by Ribbens),
the Instructional Policies Committee (also chaired by Ribbens) next adopted the proposal. In both committees the
plan unanimously passed because, according to Ribbens,
"We want to help the students
all we can. That's why we're
here. "

• Elli mination' broadcast nationwide
"We just never knew what'd
happen wben we spun the first
disc, February 2, 1974·,"
Scott Ross, Ellimination Program Director said.
Since that firet night, over fwo years ago, Ellimination
has filled over 1000 requests,
greatly increased their holdings of Christian contemporary rock albumns, but most
importantly now plans to broadcast nationwide.
Ross employs four other
disc jockeys for the live week
day shows--it's played from
10:30 until midnight every
Monday through Saturday. He
tapes a longer two and a half
hour show for Sunday morn ings. The Sunday morning
show is received by approxrmately 250 stations in 26 states.

Ellimination, in its two year
history, has been the target
of much response.
Listeners
from more "liberal" areas
like Montana and North Dakota , typically complain to Ross
a Montana resident, about the
program's religious presuppositions. He's received some
crank phone calls, but thinks
the majority of listeners appreciate the sbow.
KRDC's Ellimination is a
unique program. It's the only
contemporary Christian music program in the US that is
played seven days a week.
Most stations do not attempt
sucb lengthy programming due
to the Lansman Milan FCC petition submitted last summer.
Ross predicts the show will
continue to develop. He says

that other secular stations
in this county might even pick
it up.
"There's contract dealings
,in the making right now, " be
commented. He sees the day
when performers such as
Larry Normative, Lily White,
Marr Snyder, James Bored
and the 30th Chapter of Acts
will perform Iive from the studios of KRDC.
"That glorious day will come.
Of course we'll Wish we we'd
all been ready because it's my
tribute, it's the least I can
do. But we're beyond bill elirobing for beginners , Soon
I'll get on my white borse because I'm only visiting this
planet, " Ross explained.

I
Elli111in.ttion
Scott Ross.

Prbgr.un

Director,

•
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Discussion this year has centered an awful lot around the prop~sed musicchapel building. The Dardt Board is undecided and many sugges.tions have
been thrown at it. However, this writer, who has seen, accordmg to a
"Rock" poll of March 11, that 60% of all seniors are apathi.c about it (they
probably polled only the seniors who are leaving .. that is , thos~ who pa~sed
their P. E. requirements),
has decided to make a -few ~uggesnons of h~s
own. But finn, I should advise. seniors not to be apathic because we WIll
probably get a guilt complex and spend a fortune on psychiatrists,
so it
will be cheaper just to help build the new building.
Now to my suggestions: First of all, we should have plenty of seats so
we can make good usc of the building when it is not in use for chapel, etc.
In fact, we could turn it into a full-time movie theatre with the help of ,,:,orkstudy students, who could sell popcorn, take tickets and wear flashy suits
in v.,hich to usher people down the aisle. Think of it. We could have such
good pogroms as "Fiddler on the Roof." Secondly, if this idea went over
big, we could turn the whole complex into a drive-in theatre.
That .would
mean we could have drive-in chapel. Tui rdly (1 must have three points),
and best of all, I've got a name for this new theatre complex-vThe Bijou

<

Haan,

Now I have said absolutely nothing, etc. Therefore, I have one serious
suggestion left: We should build an eye and ear hospital on th.e site where
the proposed building is supposed to go. That ough~ to.be a s~ght for s07e
eyes. The moral of all this is: Whatever your lot In Ilfe, build something
on it.
(guest Editorial by Doug Vander Ekkardsma)

A philosophical and scientific peek at

the extent ,nature, andinfluence
of television soap operas
on the average run of the mill housewife
BY Wll.LEM VAN HUISK

1 would like to say in the beginning of this essay that 11001<
up to and hold in the highest esteem the average run of the
mill American housewife who, in spite of her present addiction problem, which I am sure can be licked and controlled,
is a good sort of person. Now let us get down to the business
which we have currently and presently at hand.
First, it should be asked and explained just exactly what the
nature and purpose of the television soap opera actually is, I
in order to assess, evaluate, investigate, and determine to
what degree a television soap opera really is in reality.
And
to answer the above stated question it is, of course, necessary for us to look at more closely and closer still the effect
a T. V. soap opera has on the interrelatedness
of significant
others to the housewife as she interacts day by day in her
natural environmend.
A T. V. soap opera, then, what is it really? Well, let me
begin this study by trying to define as concisely and accurately and purely as possible the true definitive definition of
a T. V. soap opera. A T. V. soap opera Is really in reality,
and on the whole, and without a doubt, a story which has that
nature of being apparently and necessarily and purposely
dream-like because it investigates, probes, and gives us a
peek at the pretty people in pretty, cute towns' like Mayfield,
which in turn, help us to help face our empty, unromantic,
simple normal run of the mill lives.
So, we can and should say that T V has a quality which is
dreamlike and yet has as its grand mati ve and purpose the
realistically real portrayal which is, of course, honest in its
rendition of the real world and the real people which populate it. Threrfore, now that we ha ve got the true nature,
extent, and purpose of the T V. soap opera defined, we should and will go on to talk about the effect this dream-like
real world has on the typical, run of the mill, you know,
Mrs. Joe Vander Vander' from Sheboygan, Wisconsin, who
lives in the suburbs type woman.
There have been and actually will be, of course, studies
which have currently evaluated, assessed and investigated
and come to grips with this social phenomenon. Ten thousand social scientists, all of whom received Ph. d. 's in
creative, investigative, and assessment techniques were
assigned the job of interviewing 50,000 of these typical soap
.opera watching mothers.
These distinguished people hoped
to find out if constant day by 'day viewing of soap operas increased marital bliss, religious insight, and communication
with significant others in one's family situation. The results
and conclusions I will quote from the horse's mouth itself.
They say that· "We ha ve concluded that there is no, definitely not, a positive correlation between T V soap opera
viewing and religious instght, marital bliss and communication with significant others in one's family situation. However, more studies should and will be conducted and carried
out to test our hypothesis. So, we can safely and accurately
say that we are positively, absolutely and definitely convinced
that our conclusions are tentative, until further investigation
and evaluation."
(From the "Bay City Soap Opera Correlation Study, l' conducted by Dr. Steven Aldrich and Dr. Thomas Horton, Sommer set University, 1975.)
Too bad say you? Well, another stuqy is currently being
undertaken to clarify and hopefully settle this problem once
and finally for all.

BY RUT HEAP.T

Since women are by nature feeble-minded, frail, and easily tossed to and
fro by every wind of false impression, education should ease their predetermined lot. A Dordt education, risky as it is, must be approached causiously by the alert female. Carefully the shrewd woman chooses
courses which pamper her fluttery brain. Most of all, the whole being of
the Dordt woman should pulsate with the rhythm, "Meet your matel" Only
then can' she unfold the qualities that will enhance him most.
A Dordt education in its proper role is always a means to an end-- one
which places her firmly in the kitchen, with dishes rattling, children
scrambling around her bare feet, and her husband always helping with one
more on the way.
Course selection ts-theretore crucial.
The knowing woman will consciously steer herself from such masculine topics as theology, philosophy, political theory or history.
These may encourage her to think about the Trinity, the mooning of life, the task of the State or the cultural differentiation
of mankind. For a woman's concretely disposed mind, that just wouldn't
dol Why, a man may easily abandon her if he feels threatened by her entry
into his realm of concepts and theories I
Women will perform best if guided to think along the career lines of
home economics, elementary education, library science or secretarial
science. With any of these career options, a woman can find fulfillment in
serving men, even before she marries.
Extracurricular
activities at Dor dt play an important role in the education of a woman. service-oriented
activities train her how to humbly accept
her lot in life. selling tickets at a ballgame in the gym, ushering at a play
in Te Paske Theatre, or checking names in the Commons line all push the
shy female before' the public eye, providing her with opportunities to be
noticed, drawing out her feminine traits of smiling, coy servility.
Washing; ironing, typing, baking, or making beds for her male counterparts will
, raise her worth and esteem among men. serving on committees to plan
social events will increase her skills in manipulating the social scene.
Proper reading materials can soften. and mellow the female personality.
An occasional Harlequin romance will spice her life with the joys of anticipation. Of course, Glamour, Seventeen, and Ingenue will enlighten her on
the looks to lure and looks to dehght. And BrIde WIll always crown her with
the height of glory--the apparel of the promTsI'iig young lady-vcomplete with
ring and spousei y bank account.
.
With these sirhple guidelines under control, any Dordt woman can trip
lightly on the road to success.
By developing patience and proper timing,
she can entice the suitable male into offering to share a home- -the prerequisite for maximizing her potential in the vicarious life. Courses and
hobbies at Dordt should pamper the unsteady brain, allowing her to remain
simple and chtldlfke, And in all her activities, she should remember her
priorities:
A husband on harid is worth a thousand ideas in her head.
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Auto mechanic hired

,Letters

BYLOUIS GENE BOSCH

I sat down with Rev. Vanden Vroom in the coffee shop, where
To the editors:
"I believe you have
he was having coffee with several faculty members and studen
to look at Auto
-ts. Holding a styrofoam cup in his one hand, he talked, reMechanics from
spondingeasily to the questions I asked him.
several angles."
I WaS shocked and appalled
Rock, Rev. Vanden Vroom, you are, at the moment, the latat the radical order of worship
est newly hired faculty member for the 76-77 school
at Tuesday morning's chapel. .,
year at Dordt COllege,
VV: That's right (chuckle) I just signed the contract this morn
Ever since l'xe been at Dordt
-Ing,
we've had a nice, comfortable
Rock: D> you know why you were hired here?
orderi-opening song, prayer,
VV: Well, as far as I know, I'm the best qualified of those
special music, scripture, prayavailable who are qualified to teach auto body mechanier, closing song. Tuesday evcs on a theoretical level with a rigid traditioned rechroerything was disrupted.
med view. A rear view, that is.
Rock: Y
Rechromed?
. h' I
VV
d
hromi
h
R k Do you feel you'll fit into Dordt?
First of all, the opening song,
:
es an re:c rommg, ve leu a rec romata semper re- oc '.
.,
I,..
"Morning has Broken, " is not
chromanda est. A rechromed car must continually re- VV:
While I was interviewed by Dr. BoWSand Rev. Kaan, I
.
0k o hi h
chrome itself
felt that they felt that I felt they needed me. But, of cou
foun~ many son.f?P. • w IC. we
.
.
I didn •
.
hat !
.
R th I f I consider autborttattve. (Besfdes
Rock: What courses Will you be teaching next year?
-r se,
I
t mean to give t at unpressron.
a er
ee
,.
u1
db
VV: The course will be however totally theoretic
The
that they really should feel that I need them because of.the wasn t thl.S song pop arlze
y
student will never s;e a car '
.
present employment situation. But of course, they need
a p~an smg~r?) There was ~o
,..
.
.
I
hm I
..
di
.
h
. dIf I
special mUS1C'at least I don t
Rock: That s interesting.
Could you tell us what such a coua vocanona tec mea artrsnc trectt qn ere an
ee
' .
'11' 1 d ?
that I can supply this in my theological training, as well
call someone gnng ul? and te,:chrse WI me u e.
..,
109 some songs special music
VV:
Certainly, first of all we'll answer the question , "Whas In der
the Vroom
more practical
automotive
art.
'Th e w or d s 0 f these songs come'
'
.
at is car ?" next we'll examine the philosophical roots
Rev. Van er Vroom s cup was In pieces.
straight from the Bible m kof car making, followed by the history and development
The/interview was at an end. I believed that I had listened to ing them metrically di~as:erof car making techniques and finally we'll wrap up with
a r~spbnsibl: full orbed view of rechromed Galvinized autoous , Now how do we expect
some contemporary trends in car making.
body mechamc. theory to the extent that Rev. Vander Vroom
students to develop their rnusRock: And any other courses?
had develo.ped It.
..,
.
leal talents if they can't perVV'
Yes, I hope to introduce a course entitled "The presI found him preocc~pledwlthanemotlOnally
open question of
form in chapel?
ent crisis of cars vs. bicycles in Holland: a Christian
the place of such an instructor at a liberal arts college. PerThen the leader had the auperspective" as well as "Galvin's view of Auto body
haps he was afraid that my questions were a criticism of his.
dacity to ask for prayer reMechanics,"
"Kuyper's view of the sphere of the inrechromed view of autobody mechanics.
They certainly were
dividual and car pools. " and "A rechromed critique of
not meant to be. I know Rev. Vander Vroom well enough now quests! How un-Reformed,and
the fundamentalistic errors in AutoBody Mechanics. "
to feet' confident that he believes 'that the soul reason for an a- tending to fundamentalism.
And, with no marked transition,
Rock:"What do you consider to be your qualifications for such utobody is that it should be rechromed and Oalvtntzed,. and,
this developed into a period
a position?
yes, also rechroming and galvinizing.
of sharing and testimonies f
vv· Well, I am a minister. Of course, when I mention thi
Terribly out of hand and em-s one might wonder why I'm not serving on the board
barrassing.
instead. But the answer is really quite simple. You se
-e I am the only minister with post seminary training in
And there was no sermon
a vocational technical school.
or message. Different persons
Rock: That is impressive.
How are you- distinctively Christ
just got up and shared some
-ian in the field of Autobody Mechanics?
scripture passages,
VV: Having been trained in theology at Galvin COllege, I am
very concerned with the rechromed and rechroming ap.If we keep having variations,
proach. Instead, I have been the first to develop an an
too many kids might start com-tt-rnechantatc approach in the theory of auto mechaniing to chapel and then CI06
cs. A revision in terminology I've suggested to Rev.
wouldn't be big enough, and
Kaan would make me the head of the department of Auto
then what would we do?
-motive Inquiry. Dr. Vander Belt and I have been discussing this matter also and I am aware of a similar apIIWhy not auto body mechanics theoretics? We all drive cars donit we?"
proach at the Institute for Car Studies of Tonto.
Cruisin' A. Long

Plumbers discuss alltithesis

:;

Taylor doesn't resign

BYCRUISIN' A. LONG

Some students may have wondered who all the men on campus
were last week Wednesday and
Thursday and what they were doing. They were here for the second annual Christian Plumbers'
Conference sponsored by Dordt,
The Conference drew a total of
83 plwnbers from places as far
away as Ripon, California, and
Calgary, Alberta. The conferees made West Commons their
base for the main meetings.
Dr. Vander Jong Zee of Toronto was the keynote speaker
for the conference. He recently
recieved a degree in plumbing
from the Free U~versity of Amsterdarn, having written a doctoral thesis entitled, "The Anti thesis in plumbing in today's secular world. "
We'v,ecome along way from
. last year, " remarked a confer 1ee from Edgetton MiImesota. ,
"Last year we spent too much
time arguing about whether a
pumber could consider his work
kingdom work if it was done for
the church or on the mission fi eld. We've reached a consens-us now that all Christian plumbers are k:i.ngdomworkers; this
year we're focusing on the antithetical nature of plumbing. "
Another conferee complained
that "we got into emlless arguments about which modal aspect plumbing belongs to. "

Eustace Levatt Hebden
Taylor (Canterburry, Oxford,
ctc.) announced, via 250 telep
-hone calls to noted professor
-s and students" th at he will
not resign this spring.
Taylor has taught at Dordt
seven years. This is his first year he has signed his con
-tract and not Vrt written a
letter to the board and admini
-stration expressing his reasons for resigning.
He voluntarily stated his rea
-sons for staying. "Such a
procedure would be a t/rYrkfiiijj
thoroughly retrogressive step
disregarding ... underline. ..
all our basic civil liberties.
One modal aspect of the recent Plumbers' Conf~rence. Excerpts from the
It has required years of struConference will be aired on KRDCls "Plumbline."
gg~e to establish. . . know this
\
Apparently, some held that
"The highlight of the two days for the test. . . the principle
plumbing belongs to the kinefor me, " laughingly remarked a
matic mode since it deals with piumber from Grand Rapids, "hmotion of inatter ttrough the
ad to be when I was going through
pipes. Others named the biQ- the second floor of West Hall and
10gic3J.mode because of the 0 - forgot to knock before entering
rganic nature of what goes th - one girl's room." He was referrough the pipes. A few clalm - ring to a new procedure used this
ed that plugging up of pipes can year to help defray expenses.
be traced back to people's psy- The plwnbers spent three hours
chological problems, so p'.um- one afternQon trying to fix up the
bing should deal more with the plumbing problems all over capsychical mode. Still others ci - mpus.
ted the lingual mode; they found Questions coming up during the
that in plumbing the antithesis
conference included: whether
comes to expression mainly in "Flusho," an unplugging comp- "
the kind of language a plumber ound should be used, consideriuses. One plumber said he me -ng its bad environmental effects;
morizes scripture passages as How does enkaptic intertwinemhe works, and so finds the pist- ent affect the field of plumbing?
.al mode important.
Should Christian plumbers anSE. 1. Hcbdcn Taylor
wer emergency calls on Sundays?

that officials and "experts"
have no right to hold men in
prison indefinitely at their wi11and pleasure, " Taylor said.
This summer Taylor plans
on revising his lectures, espe
-cially their bibliographies.
He'll also take a typing course
at the NW Iowa Technical Col
-lege in Sheldon. He has decided not to repaint his house
but will attend town meetings
when necessary and continue
to have his dog take him on
walks.
Taylor has sent a copy of
his address "Why I chose not
to resign" to the Supreme
Court. He concluded, "There
-11be a true or false question
r/JJ1/.tJ; about this on the final
test~"

t
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No more soybeans, grits and rice
BY AI.. ENGLEST AADSMA

kitchen area, so we thought
Gentile Hall, that bastion of
we'd better investigate,"
exvegetarian
cuisine, has beplained Van Noord.
Their nocome the scene of one of the
most unusual scandals in Do r- knock entry caused a panic in
the house.
The offi cers were
dt's 21 years.
Early Tuesbarely able to stop Al Engelday morning, campus securstad (20), another of the Genity discovered one of the lartiles, from trying to fl ush a
gestest catches of confectdown the
ionary, meats, white four do- bag of marshmallows
toilet.
What the officers founuts, frozen dinners and othe
nd. initially and later, when
-r housing inspections.
the inves tigaton co uld be
It all started about a week
substantialized,
was quite reago when J. B. Hulst, Dean of
vealing.
Students (D. S.) on his way
Apparently,
Dordt's finest
home from work noticed Joel
interrupted
a broiled steak
Jensen (21), one of the Gent
dinner; french fries were al-Ile s , walking away from the
so included land what seemed
A&W across the street from
to have been chocolate malts.
Gentile Hall with a gallon of
root bec r and a basket of orb"Hostess" chocolate cupcake ••
w r a p p e rs were found on ter A&W fare.
Hulst explainhe floor.
Further investigat
ed that he really didn't suspect anything because there
-i on revealed a gross of Dou
-ble Bubble
buhble
gum
are non -Gentiles Iiving at Gehidden among the soybeans;
ntile Hall, and Joel was probably doing them a favor.
three boxes of Snicker candy
But last night, Hulst says,
bars were found among Gene
Vanden Bosch.'s underwear,
he received a call from an
and a case of "Hostess" twin
anonymous person explaining
that sorneting very suspicious
-kies were discovered in what
was going on at Gentile Hall,
used to be an old television
set.
Checking the cars, they
and if he wanted to uphold
The junk food junkies munch on hamburgers. french fries and chocolate shakes while assistant D.S. looks on.
found chocolate cake carefulcampus integrity he'd better
ly packed into the hubcaps of
got any real sleep the first
groaned.
"Beans give me gas';
be there at 3:00 with a continghts, which looked like it had
'63 Nova. A receipt
gent of campus security guards, Joel's
month. One nlght we all happ
explained Joel. "They put me
been intended to be bread, on
stub led to the discovery of $
-ened to meet at the refriger
into the only single room ava"Although the caller refused
his desk.
This may be the ex
, to identify himself, " said Hul- 100 worth of frozen dinner's in -ator and decided that this had ilable."
Gene blurted in a
-planation for the recent rash
a locker at Sioux Land meat
st, "because he said he was
to stop.
But bi( that time the
tearful confes s.ion, "I ate so
of broken windows in the surprocessors (907 Ist. Ave: N.
afraid of reprisals,
I thought
'Diamond" had already prinmuch brown rice that first
rounding vicinity.
W.).
that it would be wise to follow
ted their article on :.IS and we
month that 1 O. D'd, and it
'''We're not to the bottom of
The Gentiles, Paul Couenho
his advice. lust in case."
just stayed in a lump in my
didn't want to face up to the
this yet, "explained Van Noord,
-ven (22), Joel Jensen (21),
At 3:00am
CDT, Len Van
stomach.
I felt like I was
public reaction.
We decided
"but everything should be clGene Vanden Bosch (25) and
pregnant."
Al added, "The
Noord, assistant D. S .• Rev.
to cover -up our eating habits
eared up by the Fall Fund
Ai Engelstad (20) decided to
Hulst and five securtiy officand have our large meal at
smell of yogurt makes me voDrive."
The suspects will be
confess and explain why they
ers approached the back enmtt, and wheat germ makes
3:00 AM. The rest
the
held until next week when they
did it. "We couldn't take it
trance of Van Grontngen'at f
house was intimidated into si.- me gag. We didn't know what \ - '11 be sent home.
In the
anymore, " explained Paul.
49 S. Main}. Gentile Hall is
we were in for."
Paul had no
meantime letters have been
lence , "
"we kept dreaming about candy
in the basement.
comment, but one of the offiWhen asked about their vegsent to their parents suggesand hamburgers.
None of us
"We noticed lights on in the
etarian experience,
they all
cers found strange paper'wei-.
ting disciplinary
action.
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Tieboutto

study

New art dept chairman hired

fitness habits of

DurCHlES

Tahitians

Name: Dr. Louis Gene Bosch
Occupation: Chairman of the art department at Dordt College,
Sioux Center, Iowa for the 76-77 term. Will teach
art history, perspectives,
sketching,
and carttooning .
Latest Accomplishment:
Majored in art while at Dordt College}
completed doctoral thesis at University of Kuyper .
Quote: llA cartoonist inevitably faces the problem of doing likenesses of persons in the news. Perhaps a guest speaker
will have to shown, or a professor,
or a recruiter.
A
realistic
portrait is not good enough. TheLlkene ss should
be an exaggeration,
a caricature.
The cartoonist wants
the reader to recognize the figure immediately
through
"satiric exposing'bf
physical peculiarities
and idiosyncrasies of manner. The features are exaggerated;
the result is "truthful misrepresentation".
It is a good
idea to settle in the most peculiar feature and overplay it. 'That is what 1 attempted to do. My apologies to
anyone who has been offended. I do think, however that it
is a good idea not to take yourself too seriously. "
Last Book Read: Dordt Defender
Favorite Nationality: Dutchies (pronounced Dab -checse)

Schim Tiebout , physical education teacher,
plans to take
. a two -year leave of absence
from 76-76, which he will spend in Tahiti.
''My purpose, " explained
Schirn, "is to observe how the Tahitians stay in such good
physical condition and to see
if we can make use of some of
their exercising habits. "
When asked if it wasn't unusual for a teacher to take a
leave of absence after teaching only one year, Tiebout replied, "1 hate to quit teaching
for two years, but that's what
kind of sacrifice you have to
make to become proficient in
your field. "

PROFILE

(pronounced

Dah-chees)

The Re-Foru med News
BY DOUG

VANDER

EKKARDSMA

In their last meeting Forum
members argued. discussed,
debated, disputed, wrangled
over, considered.
induced,
deduced, opposed, proposed,
contended with. struggled over, fought ahout, grappled with' encountered,
recanted,
shunned; refrained from. s terred clear of, abstained from
recanted.
shunned, eluded,
hedged. made way for. retreated from, postponed, deferred, shelved, tabled, neglec-

---

.ted, diregarded,
ignored, glossed over. forgot. let slip.
laid aside, overlooked.
put
off, pigeonholed,
delayed action on, dallied over. entertained. welcomed,
noticed, heelded, contemplated.
examined,
scanned, reviewed, investigatsd, surveyed,
probed, canvassed, dissected,
explored,
groped for, researched.
pursued and studied many issues.
Finally,
the: Forum adjorned until next year.

~--

